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Abstract
In the present study, the technique of principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to analyze the hourly mean
values of geomagnetic field components D, H, and Z along an Indo-Russian chain of stations during the International
Equatorial Electrojet Year (IEEY) from January 1992 to June 1993. This technique (PCA) is found to be suitable for
separating the normal electrojet (NEJ) and counter-electrojet (CEJ) variations, and the first two principal components
(PCs) are able to describe the characteristics of NEJ- and CEJ-related field variations. It is found that the first principal
component (PC-1) for H, D, and Z varies as a function of time with latitude and depicts the well-known Sq variations,
whereas PC-2(H) does not show any variations at all latitudes during NEJ days. On CEJ days, PC-2(H) shows a large
negative excursion at equatorial stations (KAN to BAN). The NEJ- and CEJ-related current systems are determined by
combining the hourly inequalities in D and H. PC-1 brings out a well-defined anticlockwise loop for NEJ days, with its
focus near the dip latitude (~35°N), and a clockwise loop for CEJ days with a well-defined focus near the dip latitude
(~20°N) around noon local time. The CEJ-related current system is marked by intense westward current flow in the
equatorial belt and is shown to close its path by forming a clockwise loop extending from the dip equator to midlatitudes. Comparison with a numerically simulated current system, caused by various tidal modes, emphasizes the
significance of antisymmetric semidiurnal tidal modes in the generation of CEJ events.
Keywords: Counter-electrojet, Sq variations, Tidal winds, Principal component analysis
Introduction
There are several electrodynamical processes that occur
in the mesosphere–lower thermosphere (MLT) region
over the dip equator. It is well known that the Sun emits
charged particles and electromagnetic radiation that ionizes the upper atmosphere (known as the ionosphere).
The motion of ionospheric plasma across the Earth’s
geomagnetic field under the influence of solar diurnal
and semidiurnal tide-driven winds sets up dynamo currents, called the Sq current system, in the E-region of the
ionosphere. It was found that the Sq variation in H was
abnormally large at Huancayo Geomagnetic Observatory
(established in Peru in 1922 by the Carnegie Institute
of Washington), which is located near the dip equator,
compared to that at the tropical latitude stations like
Fuquene. This has been attributed to a band of strong
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eastward current over the equator, known as the equatorial electrojet (EEJ) or normal equatorial electrojet (NEJ)
(Chapman 1951). This is a large horizontal current that
flows in an eastward direction at ionospheric E-region
height, producing large variations in the H-component
of the Earth’s magnetic field. This enhancement in H may
be found anywhere on Earth within ±3° latitude on either
side of the dip equator, at a height of ~106 km (Forbes
1981; Reddy 1981; Stening 1985).
To explain the mechanism of the EEJ flow and its
main features (such as day-to-day and seasonal variability, the counter-electrojet, electrodynamic coupling
with global-scale current systems), both theoretical and
physical models of the ionospheric dynamo have been
developed (Chapman and Bartels 1940; Baker and Martyn 1953; Untiedt 1967; Sugiura and Poros 1969; Richmond 1973; Kane and Trivedi 1982; Stening 1985; Reddy
1989; Abbas et al. 2012; Guizelli et al. 2013; Rastogi et al.
2013;). Dynamo models have been able to explain the
solar and lunar modulations of EEJ strength, including
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seasonal changes and variations related to the solar cycle
(Reddy 1989). EEJ characteristics have been simulated by
assuming a line current (Forbush and Casaverde 1961),
a thin-band current with uniform and parabolic modes
of latitudinal dependence (Chapman 1951), a “fourthdegree” current distribution (Fambitakoye and Mayaud
1976), and a “thick” current distribution incorporating
latitude and height dependence (Onwumechili 1967).
All these studies have indicated that the EEJ exhibits significant diurnal, seasonal, day-to-day, and longitudinal
variabilities.
During late 1970s, the analysis of Magsat data resulted
in an increased interest in these EEJ studies (Langel et al.
1982; Yanagisawa and Kono 1985; Cohen and Achache
1990; Langel et al. 1993; Ravat and Hinze 1993; Jadhav et al. 2002). Following Cain and Sweeney (1973),
a number of investigations have been carried out using
POGO data (Onwumechili 1997, and references therein),
which have shown that the longitudinal variation of
EEJ strength cannot be accounted by the longitudinal
changes in the Cowling conductivity. Apart from conductivity, atmospheric tidal modes play an important role in
defining the zonal variability of the EEJ current system, as
suggested by Jadhav et al. (2002) using Oersted satellite
data. Recently, the SWARM satellite has been launched
to study and identify the different magnetic signals that
arise due to the Earth’s core, mantle, crust, oceans, ionosphere, and magnetosphere (Friis-Christensen et al. 2008;
Macmillan and Olsen 2013; Olsen et al. 2013). Magnetic
measurements from the CHAMP, Oersted, and SAC-C
satellites have provided unprecedented longitudinal coverage of the EEJ. The climatological model provides the
mean and variance of the EEJ as a function of longitude,
local time, season, solar flux, and lunar local time (Alken
and Maus 2007).
Sometimes the flow of the overhead current system
reverses its direction temporarily and flows westward,
producing depressions in the H-field at equatorial stations in the morning/afternoon hours during magnetically quiet days. This is known as a counter-equatorial
electrojet (CEJ) (Gouin 1962; Gouin and Mayaud 1967).
This was first observed by Bartels and Johnston (1940)
and named a “counter-electrojet” (CEJ) by Gouin and
Mayaud (1967). A CEJ can be identified by plotting the
latitudinal profile of H, which will show minima instead
of maxima near the dip equator. It can also be identified
by taking the difference between the H-component of the
geomagnetic field at an equatorial station, e.g., Trivandrum (TRD), and an off-equatorial station, e.g., Alibag
(ABG);if the difference falls below the night time level, a
CEJ is deemed to be present (Maynard 1967). The other
two techniques used for identifying a CEJ (on quiet days)
are: (1) ΔH at an EEJ station will be negative as compared
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to an off-EEJ station along the same longitude, and (2)
latitudinal profiles of ΔH and ΔZ from a chain of stations
across the dip equator will be reversed.
The occurrence of a CEJ during quiet days has been
attributed to the tidal winds or additional current systems in the ionospheric dynamo region (Bhargava and
Sastri 1977; Bhargava et al. 1980; Rastogi et al. 1992;
Arora et al. 1993; Somayajulu et al. 1993a; Stening et al.
1996; Alex and Mukherjee 2001; Gurubaran 2002; Sridharan et al. 2002; Chandrasekhar et al. 2017). The signature of the CEJ over the Indian sector has been illustrated
by Vichare and Rajaram (2011) using Oersted satellite
data. The salient features of the CEJ are:
••  Gouin (1962) and Gouin and Mayaud (1967) defined
a CEJ as a narrow band of currents flowing westward
within the latitudes of the normal eastward EEJ currents, which causes depressions in ΔH near the magnetic equator (on a quiet day). Rastogi et al. (2007)
have confirmed the above observations (reversal of
ionospheric electric field during a CEJ) by correlating
day-to-day changes in the midday drift at Thumba
(8.55°N, 76.86°E) with the difference in ΔH-variations
between Trivandrum and Alibag.
••  During a quiet time CEJ, it has been observed that
the electric field reverses its direction (Fejer et al.
1976), and this phenomenon has been explained by
the ionospheric dynamo caused by atmospheric tidal
motions (Rastogi 1974; Somayajulu et al. 1993a).
Tidal winds in the east–west (zonal) direction play
a significant role in the midlatitudes as compared to
the equatorial region (Richmond 1973; Anandarao
1976; Reddy and Devasia 1981). Wind shears originating in gravity waves can influence the electrojet
by changing its structural features to a greater extent
than tidal winds do (Anandarao and Raghavarao
1987). It is shown by Raghavarao and Anandarao
(1980) that a simple vertical wind of sufficient magnitude is capable of reversing an EEJ, accounting for the
afternoon counter-electrojet phenomenon.
••  It has been shown by many authors (Sastry and Jayakar 1972; Rastogi et al. 1975; Rangarajan and Rastogi
1981; Manju and Viswanathan 2005) that the amplitude of the solar flare effect (SFE) on the H-component decreases progressively with latitude from the
equator to stations located outside the EEJ. Manju
et al. (2009) have studied the effect of solar flares on
geomagnetic field variations (longitudinal variability)
at and around the geomagnetic equator and attribute a partial CEJ to increased ionization produced by
flare-related EUV flux enhancement.
••  There is an alternative interpretation of the afternoon
counter-electrojet, based on the semidiurnal tide
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propagating in the dynamo region on certain days.
Takeda and Maeda (1981) showed that the threedimensional currents caused by semidiurnal tidal
winds, in particular of (2, 2) mode, are sufficiently
intense to cause a counter-electrojet at the equator
and are directed westward in the afternoon hours.
There are two different views on CEJ variations.
Firstly, a combination of tidal modes, in particular
the (1, −2), (2, 2), and (2, 4) modes, could generate
the reverse current at the magnetic equator, causing
the negative perturbation in the ground magnetic
field variations (Stening 1977; Marriot et al. 1979;
Singh and Cole 1987; Gurubaran 2002). Secondly,
Anandarao (1976) and Vineeth et al. (2007; 2009)
suggest that a combination of gravity wave–tidal
interactions, caused by enhanced planetary wave
activity, is responsible. The interaction of upward
propagation of the lower atmospheric waves with
tidal components is proposed to be the mechanism
for the occurrence of the CEJ.
During the International Equatorial Electrojet Year
(IEEY) (January 1992–June 1993), a network of magnetometers was operated in Brazil (Rigoti et al. 1999),
India (Arora et al. 1993), West Africa (Amory-Mazaudier et al. 1993; Doumouya et al. 1998; Vassal et al. 1998),
and elsewhere. The latitudinal structures of the EEJ and

its day-to-day, seasonal, and longitudinal variability in
each of these regions have been reported by Arora et al.
(1993), Rigoti et al. (1999) and Doumouya et al. (1998;
2003). Arora et al. (1993) have utilized the 1992 IEEY
datasets for the Indian sector to study the latitudinal
structure of the EEJ and CEJ and their return currents.
The present paper focuses on the day-to-day variability
in the NEJ and CEJ strength along an Indo-Russian chain
of stations (~75°E meridian) using the principal component analysis (PCA) method for the 1992 IEEY datasets.
In our analysis, we have utilized datasets from 18 permanent and temporary observatories in the Indo-Russian
region to get a clear picture of the NEJ and CEJ and their
latitudinal extent. The geographic and geomagnetic coordinates, together with the IAGA code and dip latitude for
all the permanent and temporary geomagnetic observatories operated during the IEEY, are shown in Table 1.
The locations of these stations are shown in Fig. 1 along
with the dip equator.

Data selection and methodology
The data used were hourly mean values of the D-, H-,
and Z-components of the geomagnetic field data, on five
quiet days in January and February 1992, from the 18 stations of the Indo-Russian chain. The data were corrected
for non-cyclic variations and interpolated to local time
(LT) for all three components. The days selected were

Table 1 List of IEEY and other stations along the Indian sector and their geographic/geomagnetic coordinates and dip
latitudes
Observatory name

IAGA code

Geographic
Latitude (°N)

Geomagnetic
Longitude (°E)

Latitude (°N)

Dip latitude (°N)
Longitude (°E)

Novosibirsk

NVS

55.03

82.90

44.92

159.07

58.90

Alma Ata

AAA

43.25

76.92

33.69

152.21

43.50

Tashkent

TKT

41.33

69.62

32.51

145.52

41.50

Gulmarg

GUL

34.05

74.40

24.90

148.84

32.11

Sabhawala

SAB

30.37

77.80

20.93

151.50

27.35

Ujjain

UJJ

23.18

75.78

13.97

148.83

18.42

Nagpur

NAG

21.15

79.08

11.64

151.74

15.74

Alibag

ABG

18.63

72.86

9.74

145.55

12.96

Hyderabad

HYB

17.42

78.55

7.97

150.87

11.16

Anantapura

ANT

14.67

77.63

5.32

149.71

7.83

Bangalorea

BAN

12.98

77.60

3.64

149.52

5.75

Annamalainagar

ANN

11.37

79.68

1.85

151.39

3.67

Karura

KAR

11.01

78.09

1.64

149.80

3.32

Kodaikanal

KOD

10.23

77.46

0.92

149.11

2.37

Virudhunagara

VIR

9.61

77.94

0.26

149.52

1.61

Ettiapuram

ETT

9.17

78.02

149.56

1.06

Trivandrum

TRD

8.48

76.95

−0.19

Kanyakumaria

KAN

8.10

77.54

a

IEEY stations

−0.77

−1.21

148.44

0.28

148.98

−0.23
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July 1995; and (e) Alex et al. (1998) to examine day-to-day
variability in the equatorial electrojet strength on days
of low equatorial ΔH in the Indian region. In the present
study, PCA is used to analyze the hourly mean values of
the D-, H-, and Z-components, in order to study the NEJ
and CEJ variations. This method is useful for isolating the
independent modes of variations that can account for the
major parts of the variability within a given set of data.

Results
Characteristics of the NEJ and CEJ along the Indo‑Russian
chain of stations

Fig. 1 The locations of the 18 permanent and IEEY stations along
with the position of the dip equator for the year 1995. Solid circles
denote permanent observatories, and triangles denote IEEY stations

January 21–25 and February 5, 6, 11, 15, and 16; for all of
these, Ap ≤7, indicating that they were quiet days.
The method of natural orthogonal components
(MNOCs) or principal component analysis (PCA) is a
well-known technique applied in the field of geomagnetism to separate normal and abnormal field variations (Vertlib and Wagner 1970; Faynberg 1975; Rajaram
1980). The first principal component contains information about Sq and the electrojet, while the second component contains the counter-electrojet and disturbance
field variations. Details of the MNOC are described by
Reyment and Joreskog (1993). Golovkov et al. (1978) used
this technique to separate the normal daily geomagnetic
Sq variations from the disturbance field and found that
the first component represents the actual pattern of the
Sq field on a given day. PCA has been used by: (a) Bhardwaj et al. (2015) to separate normal and abnormal Sq
variations; (b) Yamada (2002) to extract different oscillations from day-to-day variations at the Chichijima observatory; (c) Xu and Kamide (2004) to decompose daily
magnetic variations; (d) Gurubaran (2002) to study the
CEJ phenomenon and return currents on quiet days in

Figure 2a shows diurnal variation plots of D, H, and Z corresponding to the first principal component (PC-1) for a
normal electrojet day (NEJ, blue curve, February 6, 1992)
and an afternoon counter-electrojet day (CEJ, red curve,
January 23, 1992) for 18 stations along the 75°E meridian. They are arranged in the order of latitude and portray
the expected Sq behavior for an NEJ with local time and
latitude. At equatorial stations (KAN & TRD), H-variations for PC-1 are large and “inverted V”-type variations
are observed with noon maxima. The amplitude of these
variations decreases gradually with increasing latitude. The
latitude at which the H waveform reverses its sign from
“inverted V” to “V-shaped” determines the latitude of the
Sq focus. As shown in Fig. 2a, the variation in the H-field
reverses its sign between GUL and TKT, and stations
above these latitudes are characterized by “V-shaped”
variations with minima around local noon. D-variations
exhibit the expected easterly maxima in the morning hours
(08:00 LT) and minima in the early afternoon. However,
the magnitude of the D-variations is small and reverses
in direction near the dip equator, undergoing a systematic increase with increasing latitude. Figure 2b shows an
equivalent current vector plot obtained by plotting the
resultant of the amplitude of D- and H-variations for each
hour at every observatory, and the resultant magnetic vector is rotated 90° clockwise to yield the equivalent current
vector with Sq focus situated between GUL and TKT.
According to Stening and Reztsova (2007), the Z-variations largely arise from the gradient with the latitude
in the eastward current flow that is detected by H-variations. As TRD is an equatorial station, the Z-variations
are expected to be small. Z is nearly zero at TRD and is
in opposite phases at its adjacent stations KAN and ETA,
indicating that the central axis of the NEJ is close to TRD.
Large Z-variations that are observed within the electrojet belt (ETA-ANN) may arise due to a subsurface electrical conductivity distribution that give rise to internal
induced currents, separate from the effect of the spatial
structure of the source currents. The South Indian Peninsula is known as a highly anomalous region for electrical
conductivity distribution (Thakur et al. 1986; Arora and
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Fig. 2 a Comparison of H-, D-, and Z-components on an NEJ day (blue curves; February 6, 1992) and a CEJ day (red curves; January 23, 1992) for PC-1
along the Indo-Russian chain of stations, showing the reduced amplitude of H-variations on the CEJ day. b Plot of equivalent current vectors on the
local time latitude sector for PC-1 during the NEJ day, with the Sq focus between GUL and TKT (~35° dip latitude). c Plot of equivalent current vectors on the local time latitude sector for PC-1 during the CEJ day, showing the absence of a clear vortex

Subba Rao 2002). Both H- and Z-variations at stations
located towards the south of the Sq focus increase up to
BAN, due to the eastward flowing current. Above the Sq
focus, H- and Z-variations decrease due to the westward
flowing current on NEJ days. According to Thakkur and
Alex (1977), the horizontal intensity has negative ranges
for stations located north of the Sq focus and positive
ranges for stations located south of the Sq focus, and
this has been attributed to westward and eastward current flow. For northern hemisphere stations, the positive
variation in D results from a relatively eastward magnetic
field caused by a southward current in the morning. The
negative variations correspond to a relatively westward
magnetic field caused by a northward current in the
afternoon hours, from BAN to NVS.
Both the H and D plots in Fig. 2a undergo characteristic changes on CEJ days (red curves). The amplitudes of
H-variations are low and decrease with increasing latitude. However, in contrast to the NEJ days (blue curves),
this decreasing trend in the H-amplitude continues right
up to the latitude of NVS, and the expected reversals of

the H waveform from “inverted V” type to “V-shaped”
are conspicuously absent. The latitudinal differences are
more striking in the D-variations at the northern chain
of stations. Not only the D-variations are highly subdued
during CEJ days, but they are also reversed in comparison
with NEJ days, and the diurnal variations are dominated
by the early morning minima and afternoon maxima,
which indicate westward and eastward magnetic fields
that arise due to currents flowing northward in the
morning and southward in the afternoon. As shown in
Fig. 2a, the amplitudes of the H- and Z-variations for
CEJ days are less than those for NEJ days. The overall
decrease in the H-component from the dip equator to
the focus during a CEJ event may represent magnetic
disturbance associated with a ring current or sub-storm
activity (Arora et al. 1993). Recently, Chandrasekhar et al.
(2017), studying the variability of CEJ signatures between
two different longitudes (stations located at Campbell
Bay and Vencode), attributed the occurrence of the CEJ
to longer wavelength processes such as diurnal and semidiurnal tides.
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Determination of Sq and the CEJ current system

The nature of the Sq current system during an NEJ day
(February 6, 1992) along the Indo-Russian longitudinal
sector is brought out by the current vector plots as shown
in Fig. 2b. The hourly values of H and D, corresponding
to PC-1, are combined to produce the magnetic vector,
which is rotated by 90° to obtain the equivalent current
vector. The equivalent Sq current vector plot for PC-1
clearly shows that the flow path is dominated by an anticlockwise Sq vortex, with a well-marked focus between
GUL and TKT (~35° dip latitude) at about 11 h local
time, which is driven by the (1,−2) tidal mode (Stening
1977).
Figure 2c shows the current vector plots for PC-1 for a
CEJ day (January 23, 1992) along the Indo-Russian longitudinal sector. The nature of the equivalent CEJ current
vector plot for PC-1 does not bring out any clear loop,
but most of the current vectors are pointing in an eastward direction in the equatorial region. Its amplitude is
less than on an NEJ day.
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Figure 3a shows the time variation plots of D, H, and
Z for the second principal components for NEJ (blue
curves) and CEJ (red curves) days. The D-component
for both the NEJ and CEJ days does not show much difference, while the H-component for PC-2 on CEJ days
shows abnormal variations (i.e., large negative excursions in the afternoon hours at equatorial stations KAN
to BAN), beyond which no variation is evident in PC2(H). Hence, the CEJ effect is observed in the PC-2(H)
component at equatorial stations. The Z-component
on CEJ days shows same trend as that on NEJ days for
stations TRD and KAN and has the opposite trend for
other stations. In Fig. 3b for NEJ days, an anticlockwise loop is observed in the morning hours for PC-2,
though this is not clear. Due to the CEJ effect, we do
not observe any loop in PC-2 (Fig. 3c), but at equatorial stations the current vectors point eastwards in the
mornings and westward in the afternoons, producing
northward and southward fields, respectively, in the
H-component.

Fig. 3 a Comparison of H-, D-, and Z-components on the NEJ day (blue curves) and CEJ day (red curves) for PC-2, showing northward and southward
fields in the forenoon and afternoon hours at equatorial stations from KAN to BAN, as observed in the H-component for the CEJ day. b Plots of
equivalent current vectors on the local time latitude sector for PC-2 during the NEJ day, showing the absence of a clear vortex. c The same as b but
for the CEJ day
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Salient features of the CEJ in the Indo‑Russian region

the corresponding hours, after applying principal component analysis. The current vector plots for PC-1 are
shown in Fig. 4b, which helps to trace the nature of the
CEJ-related equivalent current system. The current vector plot for PC-1 (CEJ plot) clearly shows that the flow
path is dominated by a clockwise vortex with a wellmarked focus around 20°N dip latitude and around 11 h
local time. The current flow pattern is dominated by a
strip of westward-directed current centered on the dip
equator.

To understand the CEJ effect in all three magnetic components (D, H, and Z), the normal Sq variations were subtracted from the CEJ variations after applying PCA for the
corresponding hours, to obtain the difference field as suggested by Bhargava and Sastri (1977). This difference field
is due to the counter-electrojet and is shown in Fig. 4a
for PC-1. The difference field D in Fig. 4a for PC-1 shows
a westward field due to a northward current in the early
morning hours and an eastward field due to a southward
current in the afternoon, which is characteristic of Sq (D)
variations during a CEJ day. The H curves for the difference
field show “V”-type variation with minima around noon at
equatorial stations and represent a southward field due to
a westward current (CEJ). At low-latitude stations, almost
constant variations can be seen in the H-field, whereas
an inverted “V”-type variation with a noon maximum is
observed at midlatitude stations, which is in the opposite
direction to the Sq (H) curves as shown in Fig. 2a. The
amplitude of the difference field Z is small at the equatorial
stations KAN and TRD and the reverse for other stations.
Determination of the CEJ‑related equivalent current
system

The CEJ-related current system in the Indo-Russian
region on January 23, 1992, was determined by subtracting the normal Sq variations from the CEJ variations for

Summary
Figure 2 shows NEJ and CEJ day variations along with
a current vector plot for PC-1. The current loop brings
out the Sq focus around 35° dip latitude between GUL
and TKT with an anticlockwise vortex (for NEJ days).
CEJ variations for January 23, 1992, for PC-1 are shown
in Fig. 2a, where the D-component shows that opposite
variations and the amplitudes of the H- and Z-components are reduced, in comparison with the NEJ day
(also shown in Fig. 2a). The current loop shown in
Fig. 2c does not show any vortex, but the amplitude
of the current vectors is reduced and the flow pattern
is toward the east. This is due to the enhanced part of
the NEJ current, which is westward during CEJ events,
whereas the background current density is still eastward as suggested by Fambitakoye and Mayaud (1976).

Fig. 4 a Residual fields of CEJ and NEJ days for D-, H-, and Z-components corresponding to PC-1 along the Indo-Russian chain of stations, showing
the CEJ effect at equatorial stations extending up to BAN. b Plots of equivalent current vectors on the local time latitude sector for PC-1 (for the
residual field) during a CEJ day (January 23, 1992) with the focus between UJJ and SAB (~20° dip latitude)
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These results indicate that the electric field reversal during CEJ events is confined to electrojet latitudes and can
be explained in terms of local winds and the behavior
of tidal components at electrojet latitudes (Somayajulu
et al. 1993b).
The present observations (Fig. 2a) strengthen the view
of earlier researchers (Rastogi 1974; Raghavarao and
Anandarao 1987; Rangarajan and Rastogi 1993) that the
phenomenon of depression in the H-component of the
magnetic field at electrojet stations during afternoon
hours is confined up to ANN/BAN (i.e., up to the fringe
of the equatorial electrojet) and is a localized event. In
the Indian region, the afternoon CEJ has two components: a normal quiet-day electrojet (i.e., NEJ) and an
additional field superimposed on it (Bhargava and Sastri
1977).
This additional field is obtained by taking the difference
between NEJ and CEJ days for corresponding hours in the
D-, H-, and Z-components (for PC-1). This residual field is
due to the additional current flowing in a westward direction and is shown in Fig. 4a (for PC-1), and the current
loop brings out a focus in between UJJ and SAB (20°N dip
latitude) as shown in Fig. 4b on CEJ days.
The change in Sq focus position during CEJ days (as
shown in Fig. 4b) is due to intense westward current
flow over equatorial latitudes. As observed in Fig. 3a (red
curves), an additional field (H-field behavior) is observed
northward in the morning and southward in the afternoon, which is superimposed on the normal quiet-day
electrojet field. Thus, the observed CEJ effects may have
been caused by the additional current system generated by a semidiurnal tidal mode, as reported by Stening
(1989) and Stening et al. (1996).
The NEJ current is associated with the (2, 3) tidal
mode. Alternation between positive and negative magnetic fields at different times of day explains the afternoon depressions preceded by morning maxima on CEJ
days. Enhanced E-W current flow produced by the (2, 3)
tidal mode at the equator falls off sharply and reverses
direction within ±10° dip latitude. This is consistent with
the observation that CEJ-related afternoon minima and
morning maxima are confined to a narrow range of latitudes (±5° Dip. Lat.).

Conclusions
Our major conclusions are:
i. Both the EEJ and CEJ current systems have the same
latitudinal extent. The anticlockwise and clockwise
loops of the ionospheric Sq current system for NEJ
and CEJ days are observed, focused around the 35°N
and 20°N dip latitudes, respectively, along the IndoRussian chain of observatories.
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ii. The shift in focus on CEJ days is due to additional
current systems generated by a semidiurnal tidal
mode. The deduced equivalent current pattern brings
out the importance of the antisymmetric semidiurnal tidal wind mode in the generation of CEJ events
(Stening 1989).
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